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100TH ISSUE • 100 top business tips from experts, taken from the first 100 issues of Business Spotlight 2/19 • BUSINESS ENGLISH TODAY Changes in business English; the legacy of Adam Smith; tips and trends for learners and trainers 7/19

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT SPEZIAL
ENGLISCH FÜR DEN BERUF • 20 tests to improve your business English; famous quotes and score sheets to assess your progress October 2019

LANGUAGE
EASY ENGLISH • Emailing to make arrangements 1/19 • Dealing with interruptions 2/19 • Asking for a favour 3/19 • Dealing with objections 4/19 • Technical problems during conference calls 5/19 • Short written communication 6/19 • Breaking bad news 7/19 • Better meetings 8/19
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